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Virtual testbeds model them by seamlessly
integrating physical, simulated, and emulated
sensor nodes and radios in real time.
By Geoff Coulson, Barry Porter, Ioannis Chatzigiannakis,
Christos Koninis, Stefan Fischer, Dennis Pfisterer,
Daniel Bimschas, Torsten Braun, Philipp Hurni,
Markus Anwander, Gerald Wagenknecht, Sándor P. Fekete,
Alexander Kröller, and Tobias Baumgartner

Flexible
Experimentation
in Wireless
Sensor Networks
(WSNs) play a key
role in the emerging “real-world Internet,” with
several large-scale WSNs being deployed; see, for
example, Bernat2 and Dudek et al.9 However, WSN
development is inherently complex, involving
hardware design, embedded and distributed
programming, heterogeneity, scale, and unpredictable
environmental changes. Addressing this complexity,
testbed-based experimentation (recommended by
Weiser32) is increasingly the norm for developing
and optimizing WSN systems in a controllable
environment prior to deployment.
The WSN research community has historically
relied on three main approaches to testbed-based
experimentation: physical, simulation, and emulation.
However, researchers appreciate that each involves
Wir eless senso r n et works
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significant drawbacks when used in
isolation (see the sidebar “Physical
Testbeds vs. Simulation vs. Emulation”). Therefore, they seek to combine all three to enable a more complete evaluation of the system being
developed. Unfortunately, each approach requires different coding styles
and tools, forcing researchers to expend significant effort reimplementing their systems for different tools/
platforms/approaches. As a remedy,
techniques have been developed to
reduce the transitioning effort among
the three approaches, but further work
is needed to address the emerging
requirement for more flexible experimental facilities.
Our work abstracts the concept of
testbeds to yield virtual testbeds (VTBs)
programmed similarly regardless of
whether their underlying realization is
physical, simulated, or emulated. VTBs
are private, custom-designed, per-experiment, virtualized testbed instances that enable developers to seamlessly
combine and/or interchange physical
elements, including sensor nodes and
radios, with simulations and emulations of these elements.
We are developing a reference implementation of the VTB abstraction
on top of a large-scale federated physical testbed infrastructure (see Figure
1), augmenting the inherent flexibility
of the VTB abstraction in terms of scal-

key insights
  Physical, emulated, and simulated

elements of wireless sensor networks
can be seamlessly mixed to gain
massive-scale “virtual testbeds” with
desired trade-offs involving fidelity,
repeatability, and network size.

  The relative speed difference between

Internet links and low-power wireless
radios allows sensor nodes at physically
distant testbed sites to interconnect
(virtually) over the Internet.

  The WISEBED approach of recursively

and hierarchically applying a common
Web Services API to physical, simulated,
and federated or hybrid testbeds
facilitates transparent composition of
virtual testbeds that can be accessed
and controlled by common tools.

illustratio n by jason cook

ability (VTBs combine physical nodes
from different federated sites) and heterogeneity (VTBs incorporate a variety
of equipment types).
Research Challenges
In this article, rather than survey the
many purely physical WSN testbeds
(such as Chun et al.4), we focus on
work that seeks to “virtualize” WSN
testbeds to some extent or federate
physical testbeds; as far as we know,
no previous work has sought to do
both. Note that the term “virtualization” is commonly used in a variety
of contexts, as in “slicing” in systems
like PlanetLab and the simultaneous
running of multiple operating systems on a single processor, as in VMware. We reserve the term exclusively

for systems that mix physical WSN
testbeds with elements of simulation
and emulation.
In terms of virtualization, several research efforts have sought to
bridge the gap between physical execution and simulation. For example,
Li et al.23 and TOSSIM22 used TinyOS
component graphs to generate discrete-event simulations that can be
augmented with a small number of attached physical nodes (such as three
reported in Li et al.23). Node software
in Girod et al.15 and Park et al.27 was executed inside a simulator, but the simulated nodes communicated through
physical radios. And in Österlind et
al.26 and Wen et al.33 node software
was executed iteratively on physical
devices and in simulation, with vari-

ous arbitration and timing schedules
applied. All these projects involved a
useful mix of physical and simulated
elements, but that mix was fixed; for
example, TOSSIM cannot support
simulated nodes with real radios,
and Wen’s cannot mix physical nodes
with simulated nodes. In contrast, we
strive for generality, so physical, simulated, and emulated elements can all
be combined as desired.
Another feature of these efforts is
that programmers must significantly
adapt their code to work with the given mix of physical and simulated elements. In contrast, we strive for transparency so the VTB looks as much as
possible like a purely physical testbed,
with the goal being to minimize the
overhead of transferring an experimen-
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Physical Testbeds vs.
Simulation vs. Emulation
Here we outline the three main approaches to providing WSN testbeds. Our notion of
VTBs allows users to arbitrarily combine elements of all three (see the figure here).
Physical testbeds (such as those described in Chun et al.,4 Dutta et al.,11 Ertin et al.,13
Handziski et al.,18 Tutornet,12 and Werner-Allen et al.34) excel at high-fidelity evaluation
of mature WSN designs, as well as detailed planning for real-world deployments.
However, physical testbeds for WSN systems tend to be small in scale, expensive to
maintain, and time-consuming to set up. They also typically lack flexibility, often
offering only a single, fixed, connectivity topology and limited heterogeneity (such as
only a single type of sensor node, radio, operating system, or programming language).
They also tend to be limited in their programmability at lower levels of the system; for
example, many use fixed operating systems and networking stacks. They are also often
unsuited to experimentation scenarios requiring repeatability of experiments, as many
relevant operating parameters are beyond user control (such as local radio interference
due to infrastructure and other experiments).
Simulation (such as described in
Three-cornered testbed design space for
Fekete et al.14 and Levis et al.22) is useful
WSN experimentation.
for quickly trying out new ideas and for
investigating the behavior of new protocols
Emulation
and mechanisms in varied topologies at
large scale and in a repeatable manner.
The most notable drawback is a lack of
fidelity, often making it unrealistic to
simulate fully at the instruction-execution
level and with high-fidelity radio or
power-consumption characteristics.
Physical Reality
Simulation
While such limitations are not necessarily
problematic in traditional network environments, where simulators (such as NS-221) are
prominent, they represent significant drawbacks in WSN environments where resource
scarcity and incidental physical characteristics are of the essence. Simulation alone is
therefore of limited use in planning for real-world WSN systems and deployments.
Emulation (such as described in Girod et al.16 and Wu et al.36) is situated between
physical reality and simulation. Whereas simulation abstractly models target systems,
emulation duplicates the functionality of one system in terms of another system and
is therefore capable of much greater fidelity than simulation while potentially offering
greater flexibility than a purely physical testbed. Emulation is a much less exploited
approach in the WSN testbed context despite much potential; for example, emulation
in the form of network overlay technology could be used to support different inter-node
connectivity patterns in a physical testbed. Alternatively, a battery-based power supply
on a physical node could be emulated by interposing a mains electricity-powered
hardware module degrading power over time.

tal system to real-world deployment.
Finally, all these projects were small in
scale and therefore of limited application in the development of large-scale
WSN deployments.
Turning now to work that applies
the federation concept to physical WSN
testbeds,a Ohio State University17 combined the infrastructure and software
of the Kansei testbed with the GENI
facility to provide a unified solution;
the Senslab project30 aimed to unify
four discrete heterogeneous testbeds
into a single testbed of 1,000 nodes;
and Cooperating Objects Network Of
a The concept of a federated testbed is not new;
projects (such as PlanetLab and Panlab) have
long applied similar ideas, though not in a
WSN context.
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Excellence (CONET)6 employed a REST
API to provide uniform Web-based access to different testbeds. These efforts highlight the promise of testbed
federation in pursuit of scalability, but
none support integration of simulated
and emulated elements or deliver the
transparency of federation offered by
our VTB abstraction.
VTB Abstraction
VTBs provide the abstraction of a
user-designed private WSN testbed
in which some testbed elements are
physical, some are simulated, and others are emulated. Users design their
VTB in such a way that its mix of physicality, simulation, and emulation is
appropriate to their goals. They then
instantiate their VTB, deploy their
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software onto it, and observe the outputs and behavior of their experimental systems as if they were running on a
dedicated physical testbed.
VTB elements can include:
Sensor modality. Examples are temperature sensors and pollutant sensors;
Sensor data. What the sensors observe (such as the current temperature
and pollutant levels);
Nodes. CPU+memory+radio devices
to which sensor modalities are attached;
Node power. Power-supply characteristics (such as battery or solar) and
remaining energy of nodes;
Node connectivity. Nodes in broadcast range of each node and the volatility of their relationships; and
Node mobility. The movement patterns nodes are subjected to if, for
example, they are mounted on publictransport vehicles.
Users augment VTB physical nodes
by attaching emulated sensor modalities not supported by hardware. Alternatively, they can foster experiment
repeatability by feeding emulated
(scripted) sensor data to their nodes
(physical, simulated, or emulated).
They can also increase the scale of their
VTB by selecting physical nodes from
different sites in the underlying federation, combining simulated nodes with
a core set of physical nodes, and even
multiplexing multiple emulated nodes
onto a single physical node. They can
also employ emulated node power to
facilitate repeatable battery-life investigations.
The emulation of node connectivity
is the biggest single source of VTB flexibility, realized through virtual links offering emulated real-time connectivity
between pairs of nodes according to
the characteristics of different types
of radio hardware. Using virtual links,
testbed users are able to explore different connectivity patterns atop a set of
physical nodes with fixed physical connectivity. For example, they might add
emulated connectivity between pairs
of nodes with no physical connectivity,
including across sites and between any
combination of physical, emulated,
and simulated nodes. They can also remove unwanted physical connectivity
to, say, build an emulated ring topology
on top of an underlying physical mesh.
Taking this to extremes, they can even
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The federation comprises more than 500 stationary sensor nodes (mainly iSense,5 MicaZ,8
and Pacemate,24 SunSPOT,29 and TelosB25) supporting a range of sensor modalities, including
temperature, humidity, light, acceleration, and magnetic fields, as well as approximately 60
mobile sensor nodes and 40 outdoor nodes. Each site offers a “portal server” that exposes its
capabilities to the outside world through an iWSN interface. Most sites also contribute one or
more simulator engines running simulated parts of VTBs.

Figure. 1. WISEBED physical testbed environment. In this federation of physical WSN testbed sites (nine today), each differs in its choice of
hardware, software, and physical layout.

serves a set of underlying resources
able to support the VTB and returns a
“reservation key” that uniquely identifies the reservation and serves as a
promise that a VTB (as specified) will
be made available at the requested
time;
VTB instantiation. When the prespecified reservation time arrives,
users ask the instantiation system
to redeem their reservation keys. In
response, the instantiation system
builds the user-specified VTB using
the previously reserved underlying resources, loads the user’s software onto

the nodes of the VTB (along with any
SDK runtime services), and returns a
dedicated iWSN instance; and
VTB operation. Users run their experimental software on their newly
instantiated VTB under the control of
a GUI that mediates access to the VTB
in real time.
To show the applicability of this approach, consider an experimental scenario in which experimenters want to
select a broadcast protocol for use in a
large-scale WSN deployment.2 This experimentation requires a testbed with
three properties: scale and topology

Figure 2. User view of VTB-based WSN system development.
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emulate node mobility (of physical,
simulated, and emulated nodes) by dynamically changing the emulated connectivity between nodes according to a
time-based script.3
From the user’s point of view, a VTB
would appear as an instance of a Web
services interface called iWSN supporting a comprehensive set of testbed-related operations, including loading experimental code and collecting results.
Users typically employ a GUI-based
front-end to mediate access to their
VTB rather than interact with their
iWSN instance directly.
The user’s view of the entire VTBbased WSN experimentation process is
captured in a series of (potentially iterated) steps (see Figure 2):
Experimental software development.
Users employ our software development kit (SDK, http://www.wisebed.eu)
to develop and synthesize software that
can be deployed in a VTB;
VTB specification. They specify a
custom VTB that meets the requirements of their experiment in terms of
its physical, simulated, and emulated
elements;
VTB reservation. They contact our
reservation system to request their
custom-specified VTB be instantiated
at a particular time for a particular
duration. The reservation system re-

5. VTB
operation

Reconfigure VTB

Refinement/feedback loop
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iWSN Operations

close to that of the target deployment
environment; significant use of physical nodes and radios (important, as the
forwarding decisions made by broadcast protocols typically rely on physical
features like RSSI thresholds difficult
to simulate with high confidence); and
repeatability. This combination would
be extremely challenging for most existing testbed environments.
Using it, experimenters might begin by designing a simple VTB underpinned by simulated nodes and connectivity. Such a VTB could be executed
on a desktop PC backed by a suitable
simulator engine (such as Shawn14).
Running their experimental code
would give an initial feel for the general behavior of the candidate protocols
and likely critical areas. They might
then create a second, more sophisticated VTB underpinned by federated
physical testbeds augmented with virtual links to yield a configuration with
scale and topology close to that of the
target deployment environment. The
same experimental code can then be
executed on this higher-fidelity VTB,
using emulated sensor input to drive
the experiments in a repeatable manner. It could be argued that using virtual links here might compromise fidel• Get testbed description (WiseML format)
• Enable/disable virtual links between nodes
• Add/enable/disable node
• Is node alive?
• Reset node
• Send data to node
• Query node properties
• Upload software to node
• List neighbours of node

iWSN

ity somewhat, but the flexibility of the
approach makes running a range of
what-if experiments straightforward
with different virtual-link configurations to build confidence in the stability and fidelity of the results.
Software Infrastructure
Here, we expand on key aspects of the
underlying functionality required to
support the VTB abstraction in our federated environment. We omit consideration of VTB reservation (less central
to the structure and performance of
VTBs and implemented like a number
of existing purely physical testbeds),
as well as discussion of our security
provision (to ensure users are properly
authenticated and authorized to use
specific resources at specific times); for
more, see the WISEBED Project.35
The SDK includes tools for design,
implementation, synthesis, and deployment of the experimental software that will run atop a user’s VTB.
It is based on a lightweight software
component model7 offering a simpleto-use modular development process.
The component model is runtime reconfigurable, so different components
can be deployed as the experiment proceeds, facilitating exploration of what-

iWSN

iWSN

Physical testbed

Simulated testbed
running on simulator
engine

Virtual link
spanning different
testbed instances

iWSN
Virtual testbed (VTB)

Emulated node
Virtual link

Physical node
Simulated node

The interface provides operations for acquiring a full WiseML specification of the associated testbed,
managing virtual links, adding new nodes, enabling/disabling/resetting nodes, checking node liveness,
sending commands or uploading software to a node, and querying node properties. Virtual-link management
operations include virtual links spanning testbed instances, the basis of our approach to testbed federation.

Figure 3. The iWSN interface, a Web services interface providing uniform management
access to all testbed types, whether VTBs, the underlying physical testbeds of the federated
physical environment, or purely simulation-based testbed instances (simulator engines).
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if scenarios.
The SDK is also the primary means
by which we address the key research
challenge of transparency, whereby
users are protected from having to reimplement their code when moving
from physical to simulated to emulated and mixed testbed environments.
This transparency is achieved through
an abstraction layer that selectively exposes low-level APIs (such as drivers)
so both application-level software and
systems-oriented software can run unchanged atop physical, simulated, or
emulated nodes; our Lorien operating
system28 is a good example of systemsoriented software that runs over our
low-level APIs.
Besides its abstraction layer, the
SDK provides a set of runtime services
selectively configured into the user’s
software build by the instantiation system, comprising these components:
Generic node management. Supports
implementation of the generic nodemanagement operations supported
by the iWSN interface, including, for
example, functions that support the
pinging of the node or respond to requests for current battery status;
Sensor emulator. “Pretends” to be
sensors attached to the node and supply a stream of emulated sensor data
(generated internally or driven by an
external source); and
Radio stacking framework. Inserts
pseudo-network-device-driver components in front of the bottom-level radio
device driver, a key element of our “virtual links” implementation.
The SDK currently operates across
a range of platforms, including Contiki,10 iSense,5 Lorien,28 TinyOS,19 and the
Shawn WSN simulator.
VTBs are specified through an XML
schema called WiseML,35 a multi-purpose format also used to encapsulate
experimental output data. For VTB
specification, WiseML supports specification of the following system elements:
Node-related information. Included
is information on node type, whether
the node should be physical, simulated, or emulated, the coordinates of the
node in a global 3D space, and the sensor modalities supported; and
Connectivity information. Helps define potential connectivity between
pairs of nodes in terms of virtual links;
specifying a virtual link between two

contributed articles
nodes in the VTB enables one-hop unidirectional communication between
these nodes.b
Users typically generate WiseMLbased VTB specifications through a
GUI-based tool. Such tools are independent of the rest of the software infrastructure, and it is possible to imagine
a range of them with varying degrees of
sophistication. A typical tool might display graphical representations of the
available physical testbeds laid out in
space, with each testbed represented
as a graph and one-hop reachability
by directed edges. With these graphs,
users could select a subset of the available physical nodes to be allocated to
their VTB. They could also add simulated nodes from a drop-down menu
and selectively add and delete edges
between arbitrary nodes to modify the
topology of their VTB.
The VTB instantiation system gets
involved when users redeem a reservation key issued by the reservation system. The system gathers the physical
resources derived from the reservation
stage, configuring/connecting them
according to their original VTB specification. The instantiation system (and
operation step) relies on the iWSN interface providing uniform access to all
testbed realizations and supporting
the federation and hierarchical composition of testbeds (see Figure 3).
The instantiation process involves
creating an empty VTB, then using its
iWSN interface to populate it with the
required nodes, connectivity, and other
parameters. For example, where a user
wants a VTB to include physical nodes
from multiple sites, the instantiation
system creates an overarching VTB into
which it inserts selected nodes from
the various sites; it then sets up virtual
links between nodes to create the required federated configuration.
A similar approach to federating
underlying testbeds is applied in experiments involving simulated nodes
whereby the instantiation system exb Two virtual links are needed to represent mutual connectivity between two nodes, allowing
users to model situations in which a node A can
send to a node B, but B cannot send to A. The
WiseML specification of a virtual link includes
the unique identifiers of the nodes that will participate in the link, as well as the link’s characteristics in terms of its “link quality indicators,”
packet error rate, and other parameters.

ecutes one or more simulator engines.
These engines are simulator processes
instantiated on a suitably located and
resourced server machine; we primarily use the Shawn WSN simulator mentioned earlier. As in physical sites, the
simulator engine is abstracted as a
testbed in its own right, exporting an
iWSN instance that can be federated
and “virtually linked” with testbed elements in other VTB instances to build
up the user’s required configuration.
The software behind the iWSN interface’s virtual link operations uses
the SDK’s radio-stacking framework
discussed earlier to deploy “pseudo”
radio drivers that appear to software
on the node as “real” radio drivers. To
disable physical connectivity between
two nodes, the pseudo-driver on one
node simply drops packets originating from the other. To establish a virtual link where there is no physical
connectivity, the pseudo-driver on the
sending node transparently diverts
(selected) outgoing packets to virtuallink software running on a server, and
the pseudo-driver on the receiving
node inserts incoming packets arriving from the virtual-link software.

Note this virtual link creation delivers only the basic “plumbing.” On top
of it, the instantiation system inserts,
where required, an additional server
process that models a specific radio
channel. For this purpose, we are experimenting with the OMNeT++ simulator, finding it fast enough to handle
virtual link packets in real time.31
For a more detailed discussion of the
implementation of virtual links see
Baumgartner et al.1
On completion of the instantiation
step, users are given a dedicated iWSN
instance through which they interact
with their newly instantiated VTB as
if it were a private physical testbed;
for example, they can then call iWSN
services to deploy, monitor execution,
and dynamically reconfigure their
code. These operations may be carried
out programmatically through the
iWSN interface directly via Web services calls but are more commonly carried out through a program interacting with the iWSN interface on behalf
of the user. We refer to such programs
as controllers; like VTB-specification
tools, they are distinct architectural
elements decoupled from the rest of

Figure 4. TARWIS controller graphical user interface.
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the system and can evolve or be replaced independently.
We have implemented two: The
first is a scriptable command-line
controller that enables batch-mode
control of experiments and is particularly useful in experiments that must
be executed repeatedly with varied
parameters. The second is an interactive GUI-based system called Testbed
Table 2. Time for receiving packet bursts
sent from physical to simulated nodes.

Number of pairs

Rx time (seconds)

1

0.109

5

0.359

10

0.452

15

0.710

20

0.881

30

1.001

Management Architecture for Wireless Sensor (TARWIS) networks20 that
offers a Web-based user interface;
it displays the attached VTB and allows users to interactively issue iWSN
commands to individual nodes (such
as to reset, flash, reprogram, and reboot nodes and to send commands)
and store their output. Individual
sensor-node output can be displayed
in individual windows, with connectivity/topology information displayed
graphically (see Figure 4). Experiment
results are stored in a WiseML file for
post-experiment archiving and analysis. Note, due to the common use of
the iWSN interface, TARWIS, or indeed any controller, can also be used
to interact in exactly the same way
with physical sites and simulator engines, as well as with VTBs.
The implementation just outlined
represents a substantial proof-of-concept demonstration of the viability of

Table 1. Message latencies in virtual links under various scenarios; results are averaged
over more than 1,000 messages in each case.

Hardware/OS

Physical Radio

Intra-site

75ms

5ms

53ms

TelosB/Contiki

40.2ms

5ms

53ms

iSense/iSense

7ms

5ms

53ms

ScatterWeb/TinyOS

Physical testbed

Inter-site

1. Real-time performance of virtual
links between physical nodes
(inter-site and intra-site)

3. Per-node memory overhead
of the SDK’s runtime software

2. Real-time performance of
virtual links between physical
and simulated nodes

Figure 5. Overall evaluation strategy.

Application
SDK core

Radio

Timing
Contiki

Figure 6. Node software configuration used in an SDK evaluation.
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Sensing

the VTB abstraction, though there is
room for further development, especially in terms of VTB-specification
tools; other interesting areas (such as
node mobility and emulated sensors)
have also yet to be explored in detail.
More generally, the implementation
highlights and validates the modular
and pluggable nature of the software
infrastructure; alternative implementations of many of the architectural
elements (such as specification, reservation, instantiation, and operating
systems) can be provided independently. We see this modular design as
crucial in testbed environments that
aspire to grow and co-evolve with their
user base.
Experimental Validation
The central issue for the viability of
the VTB concept is the extent to which
physical, simulated, and emulated
nodes are able to work and communicate seamlessly with one another in
real time. Seamless operation implies
an experimental validation of VTBs (see
Figure 5) should focus on three areas:
Real-time performance of virtual
links between physical nodes. Is the
connectivity offered by virtual links a
suitable basis for emulating the characteristics of real physical radio-based
connectivity? Is it possible to support
a virtual link capable of being indistinguishable from a real link in terms
of, say, message-transmission rates
and latencies?;
Real-time performance of virtual links
between physical and simulated nodes.
Can nodes running in a simulator
server “keep pace” with physical and
emulated nodes elsewhere in the VTB
in terms of sourcing and sinking messages at a rate and latency, whereby
the system as a whole executes seamlessly?; and
Per-node resource overhead of the
SDK’s runtime software. The VTB abstraction imposes this overhead on sensor nodes as an experiment runs on the
VTB. The overhead is mainly subsumed
within the SDK’s abstraction layer and
runtime services, manifesting mainly
in terms of memory occupancy.
Performance of virtual links between physical nodes. The evaluation
strategy here is to establish that virtual
links perform at least as well as real radio links, giving users the potential to

contributed articles
use any spare capacity to model real
radio characteristics (such as using
a network simulator like OMNeT++
mentioned earlier).
Specifically, we measure the time required to transmit a message between
two physical nodes in three cases:
˲˲ Baseline, via one-hop physical radio link;
˲˲ Intra-site, via a virtual link that traverses from one node to a PC via direct
universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART) connection, then to a
second PC via Gigabit Ethernet, and
finally to the second node via UART
again; and
˲˲ Inter-site, via a virtual link, as with
intra-site, except it uses the Internet
instead of Gigabit Ethernet, interconnecting a site in Lübeck, Germany,
with another site in Lancaster, U.K.
We examine these three cases on
three different hardware platforms:
ScatterWeb, TelosB, and iSense (see
Table 1). In both the intra-site and
inter-site cases the back-end message
transport systems represent the dominant cost, so the results across all platforms are similar. The main observation is that intra-site is significantly
faster than using physical hardware
radios for all three platforms considered, demonstrating the viability of
emulating sensor-node communication in VTBs. Due to the raw speed advantage a generous amount of spare
capacity is available for the modeling-link characteristics and radiocontention scenarios prior to packet
delivery. Inter-site offers less spare
capacity; the relatively slow times are
attributable to our current VTB implementation’s use of Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) encapsulation for messages sent across the Internet. Even so, at least in the case of
ScatterWeb/TinyOS, the VTB provides
significant spare capacity in which to
model radio characteristics. In the
future, we expect more efficient transport protocols to provide considerably
larger spare capacity; raw ping times
between the two sites in question suggest approximately 23ms of one-way
latency on average.
Virtual links between physical and
simulated nodes. In this experiment
we use a physical testbed of 30 iSense
nodes connected via Ethernet to an
Intel dual-core 2.5Ghz PC with 3GB of

RAM running the Shawn WSN simulator engine. We execute scenarios in
which varying numbers of physical
nodes connect one-to-one to “partnered” simulated nodes in the Shawn
environment. We then measure how
well the simulated nodes “keep up”
with the physical nodes sending packets at realistic rates. To model a realistically demanding scenario, we employ
packet bursts of 10B x 20B packets with
5ms inter-packet gaps. These bursts
represent a far higher data rate than
would be encountered in a typical
WSN-based experimental scenario.
Given this setup, we obtained the
results in Table 2 for different numbers (one to 30) of active sender-receiver pairs. The “Rx time” figure, or
time to receive all packets, for the single-pair case shows a 10-packet burst
is received in 0.109 seconds. Given
that most realistic low-power WSN
application scenarios employ sample
periods on the order of seconds, this
figure is perfectly acceptable. Furthermore, as the number of pairs increases, the overhead scales very well,
so despite the inherent serialization
imposed by the simulator (any eventbased simulator would be the same),
the receiving rate remains well within
the operating range of typical experimental scenarios.
Per-node memory overhead. The
per-node memory overhead of the
SDK’s runtime software is incurred
primarily by its common abstraction
layer. To evaluate memory overheads,
we instrument a typical sensor network
application in which nodes sample
data every five seconds, sending it to a
parent node and also forwarding data
received from child nodes. We implement the application twice: once using only native OS facilities, representing the baseline, and once using the
SDK along with the chosen operating
system.c As outlined in Figure 6, the
SDK-based implementation uses abstraction-layer APIs for radio communication, including the radio-stacking
framework, sensing data input, and
timing. Both implementations run on
TelosB motes with 48KB of program
memory and 10KB of RAM.
c We used Contiki10 for the measurements reported here but found similar results through
other operating systems.

Within these categories of memory
the SDK’s overhead is measured as
follows:
Program memory overhead. From the
machine code implementing the common abstraction layer; in our test application, it consumes 5,331B (10.8%
of total program memory) compared to
24,750B by Contiki and 950B by the application itself; and
RAM Overhead. The amount associated with the SDK in the example application is 356B (3.6% of total RAM) compared to 1,200B by Contiki and 368B by
the application itself.
These figures show that achieving
the convenience of a common abstraction layer over all platforms and
VTB operation modes—physical, simulated, and emulated—comes at very
reasonable cost; the overheads are
sufficiently low as to be a minimal impediment on current hardware. Moreover, memory costs are incurred on a
pay-for-what-you-use basis depending
on which parts of the common abstraction layer are employed in a given experiment, per our componentbased approach.
Conclusion
We have proposed and motivated the
VTB abstraction, offering comprehensive fidelity/flexibility trade-offs in
WSN testbed-based experimentation,
as well as the benefits of a federated
physical testbed environment.
The VTB implementation is operational and used by an increasing
number of experimenters worldwide.
We are also developing additional extensions to “harden” it into a more
widely available public facility. We
are also exploring more experimental
scenarios, particularly those involving virtual mobility.3
The underlying federated platform
is growing beyond the nine original
sites established by the WISEBED project. In particular, a “smart city” site in
Santander, Spain, developed by the
SmartSantander project (EU FP7 project ICT-257992, www.smartsantander.
eu), is being added to the federation
and will make available physical sensors already deployed in a real-world
environment. In addition, universities
in Brazil and Argentina are in the process of becoming WISEBED sites and
will enable us to further broaden the
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federation approach, push scalability,
and increase heterogeneity.
Full documentation of all systems
and interfaces discussed here, along
with the source code of the implementations, is available at http://www.
wisebed.eu.
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